[1] Eight years of Geotail particle and magnetic field measurements were separated into 12 data sets on the basis of the ion flow speed. The same measurements were separated into 12 other data sets using a magnetic flux transport sorting parameter. Magnetic field lines in the three-dimensional models created using these two sorting methods were dipolar when the flow or transport was fast and stretched into a taillike configuration when the flow or transport was slow. The magnitude of B x measured in the outer central plasma sheet decreased weakly and B z at the neutral sheet increased strongly as the magnetic flux transport rate increased. These observations showed that fast flow flux tubes typically were located near but earthward of the primary region in which localized region 1 sense currents were diverted to the ionosphere. The plasma density was low and the temperature was high when the flow was fast. The particle pressure depended only weakly on flow speed. The average entropy was higher at z = 0 during fast flow events than it was anywhere in the region that could be studied when flows were slow or moderate. The average entropy also decreased as jzj increased. These observations suggest that the plasma was irreversibly heated by the process that produced the fast flows. Ions and electrons were found, on average, to be remarkably isotropic at the neutral sheet. Scattering through 90°each minute during slow and moderate flow conditions and as rapidly as every 10 s during the fastest flows was needed to maintain this average degree of isotropy. The temperature anisotropy increased away from the neutral sheet, reaching 1.1-1.3 at some point along most field lines. This variation along field lines was attributed primarily to a parallel electric field needed to maintain charge neutrality. The average ion to electron temperature ratio was as low as 5 and as high as 10 in certain regions and under specific flow conditions. These observations showed that electrons and ions were heated or cooled at different rates depending on their locations and bulk flow speeds.
Introduction
[2] The dependence of particle and field parameters upon the magnetic flux transport rate and upon the ion bulk flow velocity was examined. Eight years of 1-min averaged Geotail data points were used for the study. Groups of 12 three-dimensional long-term averaged data-based models covering the À30 < x < À10, jyj < 15, jzj < 5 R E region were generated for each parameter studied. One group of 12 models was created by sorting the measurements into 12 sets on the basis of the ion bulk flow speed. For example, one of the 12 sets contained all measurements made when the plasma was moving earthward and had a bulk speed between 100 and 150 km/s. A second group of 12 models was created by sorting these same measurements into 12 data sets on the basis of a magnetic flux transport parameter that is defined in section 2.1. Most plots in the present paper used the models that correspond to the 12 different ranges of magnetic flux transport rates.
[3] A feature that distinguishes this study from others is our use of fully three-dimensional (3-D) long-term averaged data-based models. The x, y, and z locations of each box were determined. Most previous data-based models were 2-D, with measurements averaged throughout much of the central plasma sheet (CPS) by combining all data with b > 0.5, b > 1, or jB x j < 15 nT. Borovsky et al. [1998] created a 2-D model of the neutral sheet by using only the single data point during each neutral sheet crossing that was closest to the B x reversal.
[4] Several papers extracted limited 3-D information about the plasma sheet. Some subdivided CPS data points into subsets representing the neutral sheet, the inner CPS, and the outer CPS . One cannot, however, carry out operations such as tracing magnetic field lines and determining the 3-D structure of flux tubes without numerical estimates of x, y, and z for each group of data points. Studies also sometimes used trajectory information along with the average neutral sheet location to get estimates of the z dependence of plasma sheet parameters [Huang and Frank, 1994] . Our earlier work [Kaufmann et al., 2001] pointed out that the plasma sheet often flaps up and down so rapidly and with such a large amplitude that it is not possible to make a detailed study of the interesting internal structure of a thin plasma sheet by relying on trajectory information.
[5] The availability of 3-D models enables us to examine x and y variations of parameters in the neutral sheet, to trace field lines, and to study either the variations of any measured plasma parameter along an average flux tube or the variations in z. Fully 3-D models also make it possible to evaluate curls, gradients, and other derivatives that are needed to study electric currents and to use the fluid equations. Finally, the z information allows us to study flux tubes that reach the neutral sheet well beyond the satellite apogee.
[6] The methods used to generate long-term averaged 3-D data-based models were described by Kaufmann et al. [2001 Kaufmann et al. [ , 2002 Kaufmann et al. [ , 2003 . Briefly, each of the 12 data sets was divided into (x, y, b x ) boxes, where x and y were given by the satellite trajectory in aberrated GSM coordinates. In the present paper, 6 Â 6 Earth radii (x, y) boxes were used. The z coordinate of the trajectory was not used anywhere in the analysis. The third sorting parameter was
where P i and P e are the isotropic parts of the ion and electron pressures. Data from the Northern and Southern Hemispheres were combined to increase the number of data points per box.
[7] Three-dimensional models were created by calculating z at the top and bottom of each b x box. The z locations were calculated using the x component of the steady state momentum equation
where P i and P e are the ion and electron pressure tensors, r i is the mass density, and j Â B contains the magnetic field tension and pressure forces. The electron inertia and the gravity force were neglected, and electrical neutrality was assumed. The forces associated with fluctuating electric and magnetic fields were not included because their long-term averages were not available.
[8] The basic idea of using the x component of equation (2) to obtain information about the plasma sheet thickness has been used for many years [Rich et al., 1972] . A simplified way to visualize our 3-D version of this approach is to consider forces in the x direction on the earthward, tailward, top, and bottom sides of one (x, y, b x ) box. The x and y dimensions of the box were fixed before the data were sorted, but the thickness Dz is unknown. The largest x component of forces on the earthward and tailward ends of the box is produced by the particle and magnetic field pressure terms. These terms generally result in a net tailward force on a box and are proportional to the areas of the earthward and tailward box ends, or to the unknown Dz. The x component of the magnetic field tension force is generally earthward. The tension force is primarily applied to the top and bottom of the box. This force therefore does not depend strongly upon Dz, which is much smaller than the x or y box dimensions. The thickness Dz is then adjusted to balance the earthward and tailward forces.
[9] In practice, all terms in equation (2), rather than only the terms in the simplified picture described above, were used in our calculations. Expressions used for the most robust version of our method were given by Kaufmann et al. [2001] . A more complete but less robust version of the technique was described by Kaufmann et al. [2002] .
[10] All plots of plasma and field variables used in this paper are based on linear interpolations of the average measurements from boxes closest to the (x, y, z) point of interest. Since both plasma and field variables were treated using the same techniques, the magnetic field and plasma models are well-matched. This use of equation (2) assures force balance in the x direction. Detector calibrations were determined using measurements of electron plasma oscillation frequencies and produced force balance in the z direction [Kaufmann et al., 2001] .
[11] One limitation of the analysis is that it requires a great deal of data for each of the 12 models corresponding to different flow conditions, so that only long-term averages could be evaluated. Using the same methods to treat plasma and field variables also produced a nonzero r Á B. This error, parameterized by the ratio r Á B/r Â B, was usually about 10% in the portion of the plasma sheet that could be studied.
[12] Section 2 describes the methods used to place each data point into one of the 12 data sets. Sorting by ion flow velocities and by magnetic flux transport rates also is compared. Section 3 examines the magnetic field within moving flux tubes. Section 4 investigates the properties of the density, pressure, temperature, and entropy. Section 5 is an analysis of temperature ratios. Finally, section 6 summarizes the principal conclusions.
Preparing the Data Sets

Sorting Parameters
[13] The goal of this section is to determine the particle and magnetic fluxes that were being carried by a flux tube, regardless of the location of the satellite when the flux tube was encountered. Fast flows were identified by directly evaluating the ion bulk velocity
where n i (r, t) is the ion density and f i (r, v, t) is the ion distribution function measured by the Comprehensive Plasma Instrumentation (CPI) on the Geotail satellite . The 64 ion and 64 electron CPI energy channels were centered at 1.3 eV to 48 keV. Although this range covers the energies typically seen in the portion of the plasma sheet studied here, the count rates are low. This restricts us to the use of 1-min averaged distribution functions and to the jzj < 5 R E region, where plasma densities are reasonably high. Although the bulk velocity as defined by equation (3) is appropriate for use with the fluid equations, it should be noted that f i (r, v, t) is not always well represented by a singly peaked distribution function with a maximum near V i . The observed distribution functions often are strongly distorted, sometimes exhibiting plateaus, evidence of mirroring, bean-shaped structures, multiple peaks, bidirectional beams, or extended high-energy tails in the direction of V i [Nakamura et al., 1991; Nagai et al., 1998 ].
[14] Bursty bulk flow (BBF) events were studied by Angelopoulos et al. [1992] . The BBF events consist of at least one data point with V i exceeding a given threshold plus all other measurements extending before and after each fast flow data point until V i drops below a lower-velocity threshold. Since we wish to make a series of models, each of which contains only data within a limited range of velocities or flux transfer rates, the present paper uses sorts based on individual data points, rather than the extended BBF intervals.
[15] The bulk velocity is not the best label to use in order to identify a specific flux tube, wherever it is encountered, because V i varies as a flux tube moves through the plasma sheet. Schödel et al. [2001b] used the parameter
to estimate the magnetic flux transport rate near the neutral sheet. The parameter E c is the (x, y) component of the electric field that would exist in an Earth-centered reference frame if E = 0 in a reference frame moving at V = (V ix , V iy , 0).
[16] The full voltage drop associated with the electric field E = ÀV i Â B also was evaluated in the sorting procedure and may appear to be a better parameter than E c . A problem is that measurements of V iz are more uncertain than are measurements of V ix or V iy . Offsets of V iz can arise on a satellite, such as Geotail, with a spin axis nearly in the z direction. Even a small offset can have serious consequences when using long-term averages. Another feature of E c , as defined by equation (4), is that it involves the ion flow velocity, rather than the flux tube or magnetic field line velocity. The ion velocity is measured much more accurately than the electron velocity. The common portion of the electron and ion flow velocities, which would give a better estimate of the E Â B drift speed, therefore cannot be determined accurately for individual data points. The actual field line velocity is even more difficult to measure experimentally [Heinemann, 1999] .
[17] Another reason for choosing a sorting parameter that is closely related to E c for the present study is that Schödel et al. [2001b] found little radial variation in the number of data points observed in a given E c range. In contrast, the probability of finding data points with V i above a given threshold became smaller as one moved earthward. Sorting by E c therefore gave a more uniform distribution of data points in each box and allowed us to use narrower sorting ranges.
[18] The sorting parameter actually used in the present work is f c , the voltage drop across a unit flux tube with a circular cross section, which is associated with the electric field E c . Although E c is a good measure of the magnetic flux transport rate at the neutral sheet, f c is more appropriate for studies that attempt to identify the same flux tubes well away from z = 0. Even when V i and E c change substantially along a field line, the voltage drop across a tube containing 1 Wb of magnetic flux will remain nearly constant, provided E k is small.
[19] One additional restriction placed on all sorts used here was the requirement that B z > 0. This requirement eliminates many fast tailward flows at large jxj [Nagai et al., 1998; Ieda et al., 2001; Ohtani et al., 2004] . The B z restriction was included in an attempt to include only flux tubes with both ends connected to the ionosphere. A future paper will use the same data sets to study flux tube volumes and related parameters, requiring flux tubes that close at the Earth. One source of difficulty is that some of the fast tailward flow data points at large jxj, even with the restriction B z > 0, can be parts of tailward moving plasmoids, rather than flux tubes that connect to the ionosphere.
Bulk Velocity
[20] Figure 1a shows the dependence of the ion flow speed on f c and x. This is a contour plot of the average measured flow speeds found in the À3 < y < 3, jzj < 0.2 R E boxes from the 12 models that were prepared using f c as the sorting parameter. The label on the vertical axis shows the range of f c values associated with the model supplying data at this point on the plot. For example, the average ion velocity at each x from the model created using only measurements made when 4 < f c < 8 V produced the data plotted at the location labeled ''4, 8'' on the vertical axis. Positive f c corresponds to earthward flow (V ix > 0). Data from the most positive f c and the fastest earthward flows are at the top of Figure 1a . The center portion of Figure 1a corresponds to periods of almost zero f c and bulk flow. The bottom of Figure 1a shows data from periods of tailward flow, with the most negative f c and the fastest tailward flows at the bottom. Plots similar to Figure 1a can be made not only for V i but for any measured particle or field parameter in any of the 5 Â 8 = 40 (y, z) boxes.
[21] Most figures in this paper are based on f c sorts. Flux tubes with large jf c j will be referred to as fast flow flux tubes because of the high correlation between f c and V i ( Figure 1a) . Plots of V i in other (y, z) boxes showed that flow speeds tended to decrease by as much as 25% as jzj increased to 5 R E and as jyj increased to 12 R E .
[22] The fastest flow speeds shown in Figure 1a are 400 km/s for earthward flow and 300 km/s for tailward flow. Attempts to sort using boxes with larger jf c j values produced too few data points at some locations to make reliable plots. Even though a substantial number of flow speeds exceeding 400 km/s are seen when using 5 or 12 s averages, very fast flows are highly variable and therefore are much less common in the 1-min averages used here. Baumjohann et al. [1990] and Schödel et al. [2001a] showed that $40% of the fastest flows lasted for only one 5-s sampling period, that most fast flows lasted 10 s or less, and that it was very rare for flow speeds to be continuously above 400 km/s for as long as 1 min.
[23] The flow velocity was nearly perpendicular to B in the jzj < 0.2 R E box. Plots of V i? at jzj < 0.2 R E were very similar to Figure 1a , except the magnitudes of the speeds were 10-15% smaller. Perpendicular drift speeds decreased and parallel speeds increased as jzj increased. Figure 1b shows the perpendicular speed at jzj = 4 R E . Perpendicular speeds in a given f c box were $40% smaller at a given x when jzj = 4R E than when jzj < 0.2 R E . Baumjohann et al.
[1990] reported similar observations.
[24] The average jV iy j was <20% of V i except near the dusk flank. Figure 1c shows data at y = 12 R E , where V iy reached 40% of the local V i . The direction of the cross-tail flow was dawnward near the dawn flank and duskward everywhere else. These average flow directions are similar to those previously seen on other satellites [Angelopoulos, 1996] and have been described more fully using the Geotail CPI data by Kaufmann et al. [2001 Kaufmann et al. [ , 2004 . Cross-tail flow tended to have a larger dawnward or a smaller duskward component when V ix was negative than when V ix was positive. The jzj dependence of V iy was weak, with differences between speeds at jzj < 0.2 R E and at jzj = 4 R E typically $20%.
[25] To summarize, the most important quantitative findings shown in this section involve the strong correlation between V i and f c . The general structure of plots showing the relationships between jf c j and either V i or V i? was similar for all (y, z) boxes. The magnitude of each component of V i and V i? varied relatively weakly but smoothly as y and z varied, with the fastest and most nearly perpendicular flows being seen near the neutral sheet and near midnight. At a fixed jf c j, V i and V i? decrease as one moves closer to the Earth, as would be expected from equation (4) and the observed increase of B z near the Earth (section 3). The cross-tail drift shown in Figure 1c and in previous publications [Angelopoulos, 1996; Kaufmann et al., 2001 Kaufmann et al., , 2004 suggests the presence of duskward gradient and curvature drifts as well as an E Â B drift away from midnight. The E x associated with this part of the E Â B drift is earthward on the dawnside and tailward at dusk. Drift away from midnight also suggests that new flux tubes are drifting toward the neutral sheet near midnight from a source at large jzj.
Magnetic Field and Flux Tube Shapes
[26] Magnetic field lines are shown in Figure 2 . Kokubun et al. [1994] described the Geotail magnetic field detectors. Each curve in Figure 2a shows the (x, y) projection of a field line that reached the neutral sheet at y = À10.5 R E . The 12 panels show results from the 12 models constructed using data in different f c ranges, with the fastest tailward and earthward flows in the top panels and the slowest flows in the bottom panels. The magnetic field lines were traced in 3-D using the Bulirsch-Stoer method [Press et al., 1986 ] with a 0.1 R E step size. The components of B were evaluated for the integration using the same methods that were used for all other measured variables. Each component of B was initially averaged throughout the (x, y, b x ) boxes and converted to the fixed set of (x, y, z) boxes. Values of B were then evaluated at the locations needed by the integration procedure by linear interpolation between the nearest cells. This use of the same procedures for the magnetic field and for all other measured parameters produced well-matched 3-D field and plasma models.
[27] Figure 2b contains similar plots for field lines reaching the neutral sheet at y = À1.5 R E . These and other plots contain erratic features. Creating twelve 3-D models, each of which has 160 (x, y, z) boxes and nonuniform distributions of data between boxes and between models, left few data points in some cells. The y = 0, jzj < 0.2 R E model had an average of $60 one-min averaged data points in each of the fastest tailward flow boxes and $130 points in each of the fastest earthward flow boxes. There were $200 data points in the moderate tailward and earthward flow boxes but an average of fewer than 50 points in each of the very slowest flow boxes. Since the jzj < 0.2 R E box was the thinnest used, there were several times more points per box in the models at larger jzj. General trends in the plots are reliable, but some localized peaks, valleys, or unusually shaped contour lines are not. In Figure 2 the trend toward dipolar field lines when jf c j was large and stretched field lines when jf c j was small was seen in plots throughout the plasma sheet and therefore is reliable. This tendency for fast flow field lines to be dipolar also has been reported in previous studies [Angelopoulos et al., 1992; Sergeev et al., 1996; Schödel et al., 2001b; Nakamura et al., 2001] . Figure 2 also shows that stretching is more pronounced near midnight than in the flanks.
[28] Other features of field lines in Figure 2 do not exhibit a consistent trend and disappear when the 12 f c -sorting ranges are changed. Most such features must be attributed to statistical uncertainties. For example, the degree of stretching in Figure 2a does not vary monotonically when moving from the plots based on small negative to large negative f c data sets or from small positive to large positive f c data sets. This is typical of features that can be attributed to data limitations. Another unreliable feature is the unusual shape of the outermost field lines in the f c < À16 V panel of Figure 2b . This region was examined to see if the shapes were produced by a physically significant property of the plasma sheet. Variations of B x and B z from one (x, y, b x ) box to another were smooth and typical of results at other locations. However, the force balance calculations used to convert from (x, y, b x ) to (x, y, z) boxes gave unusually small z thicknesses for the large b x boxes centered at x = À28 R E near y = 0. This behavior may partly be attributed to statistical errors because there were relatively few data points with B z > 0 and such rapid tailward flows. However, it is more likely that too many of the data points at this location came from tailward moving plasmoids, rather than from flux tubes that connect to the ionosphere. This mixture of flux tube geometries can make the force balance calculations unreliable. In any event, the data do not support a conclusion that the outermost field lines in the f c < À16 V panel of Figure 2b actually have such unusual shapes.
[29] Doubt could be raised about the basic dipolar structure of fast flow field lines because E c (equation (4)) and therefore jf c j depend directly on B z . This dependence forces an association between large jf c j and large B z . To examine this question, Figure 2c shows the shapes of field lines based on measurements that were sorted into 12 data sets using V i , rather than using f c . The velocity range, in km/s, used to create each model is listed at the right of each panel. A comparison of Figures 2b and 2c shows that the two sorting methods exhibit similar trends and therefore that there is a strong association of fast flows with dipolar field lines.
[30] Figures 3a and 3b show jB x j at jzj = 4 R E and B z at jzj < 0.2 R E near midnight. The f c dependence of B z (Figure 3b ) is quantitatively connected with the x dependence of V i (Figure 1a) . The potential drop across a unit flux tube, f c , is proportional to E c B À1/2 , and V i is approximately proportional to E c /B z near the neutral sheet. As a result, V i at a fixed f c is approximately proportional to B z À1/2 near the neutral sheet. Since B z increases by a factor of $4 between x = À28 and x = À10 R E at each fixed f c in Figure 3b , V i would be expected to decrease by a factor of $2 in this same x range, as is seen in Figure 1a .
[31] As discussed in connection with Figure 2c , the sorting parameter jf c j depends explicitly upon B z , producing some of the strong f c dependence shown in Figure 3b . Figure 3c shows the x dependence of B z when sorted into 12 data sets using ranges of V i , rather than ranges of f c . The V i ranges are listed on the vertical axis. A comparison with Figure 1a shows that the highest, or jV i j > 200 km/s, band approximately corresponds to jf c j > 8 V and the lowest, or jV i j < 40 km/s, band approximately corresponds to jf c j < 1 V at large jxj. Figures 3b and 3c therefore show that B z is larger when flows are fast than when flows are slow beyond jxj = 16 R E , though the dependence is not as strong as would be suggested by the models which were sorted using f c . Earthward of x = À16 R E , Figure 3c shows no significant correlation between flow speed and B z . The B z parameter is the only one we have found that is strongly dependent on the sorting method used.
[32] The availability of 3-D models permits us to determine the location of the plasma sheet electric current changes that are needed to explain the magnetic field observations. The combination of a decrease of jB x j at jzj = 4 R E and an increase of B z at jzj < 0.2 R E as jf c j increases implies a diversion of that portion of the dawn-dusk crosstail current that is centered at a location tailward of the fast flow flux tube. A reduction of the cross-tail current tailward of the satellite causes B z to increase and causes jB x j to decrease. The field-aligned closure of these localized region 1 sense currents further increases B z at a satellite that is located inside the diversion loop. Other locations of the principal current diversion region during fast flows are not consistent with the combination of an increase of B z at jzj < 0.2 R E accompanied by a decrease of jB x j at larger jzj.
[33] It is not possible to investigate the time evolution of fast flows using only the long-term averaged models in the present study. Previous papers have addressed the timing of dipolarization events [Nagai et al., 1998; Shiokawa et al., 1998; Baumjohann et al., 1999; Asano et al., 2004] .
4. Density, Temperature, Pressure, and Entropy 4.1. Ion n, T, and P
[34] Figure 4 shows the ion density n i , temperature T i , and pressure P i for the y = 0, jzj < 0.2 R E boxes. The density peak at x = À16 R E in the smallest jf c j boxes (Figure 4a ) did not appear in other y and jzj boxes, so it is attributed to statistical fluctuations. The dominant features of all density plots were that n i was largest near the Earth and decreased everywhere as jf c j increased. The increase of T i (Figure 4b ) and the decrease of n i (Figure 4a ) as jf c j increased combined to make P i = n i T i nearly independent of f c (Figure 4c) . Baumjohann et al. [1991] , Angelopoulos et al. [1992] , and Ohtani et al. [2004] previously showed that T i tends to increase and that n i tends to decrease either near substorm injections or near flow velocity peaks. More details about the x, y, and jzj dependence of particle and of total particle plus magnetic field pressures were previously presented using a single 3-D model that was not sorted according to flow velocity [Kaufmann et al., 2001] .
[35] Figure 4 shows that plasma in the fastest flowing flux tubes has been heated and has expanded relative to plasma in slowly moving flux tubes. The nature and significance of this heating can be more thoroughly examined when the parameters are integrated throughout unit flux tubes. This study will be carried out in a separate paper. The fact that P i at the neutral sheet in our long-term averaged models does not depend very strongly upon flow speed suggests that the magnetic field pressure in the lobes during fast flows is not greatly different from the lobe pressure during average flow conditions.
Entropy
[36] Figures 5a and 5b show P/n 5/3 at the neutral sheet and y = 0 for ions and electrons. The entropy per particle is
where c v and c p are specific heats and g = c p /c v . It is seen that s depends relatively weakly upon x. Plots of P/n 5/3 at jzj < 0.2 R E for electrons and ions in all other y boxes were similar to either Figure 5a or 5b. In particular, all the ion plots showed that P/n 5/3 exceeded 3 nPa m 5 near the center of the x range studied when the flows were fastest. Plots for different z boxes also were similar to either Figure 5a or 5b, with the magnitudes of P/n 5/3 tending to decrease by $20% between the neutral sheet and jzj = 4 R E . This weak decrease of P/n 5/3 as jzj increases shows that on field lines that reach the neutral sheet beyond the region studied here, s tends to decrease as jxj increases. This trend is evident for electrons in Figure 5b and is also seen in the jzj < 0.2 R E box for ions at some y locations.
[37] The most obvious feature of Figures 5a and 5b is that s is largest during fast flows. This variation is associated with the weak dependence of P on flow speed (Figure 4c ) and the strong decrease of n (Figure 4a ) as the flow speed increases. Baumjohann [1993] previously found that entropy increased substantially after substorm onsets, which is one time when the flow velocity is elevated.
[38] Figure 5c is included to examine whether the highentropy plasma seen during fast ion flows could have been accelerated by an isentropic process and then transported to the satellite from somewhere in the plasma sheet that previously contained high-entropy plasma. For this purpose we searched through all the z boxes for all 12 models to find the largest values of P i /n i 5/3 that existed at each (x, y) location when flows were slow or moderate, as defined by jf c j < 8 V. Figure 5c is the resulting (x, y) plot of the maximum P i /n i 5/3 values that existed anywhere under these slow or moderate flow conditions. The data points plotted in Figure 5c all came from one of the two 4 < jf c j < 8 V models. Approximately 75% of these data points came from a jzj < 1 R E box, and the others came from jzj < 2 R E boxes.
[39] Figure 5c shows that there was no (x, y, z) location with slow or moderate plasma flows in the region of the plasma sheet that could be studied that contained closed flux tubes with an average P i /n i 5/3 as large as the 3 nPa m 5 values seen during average fast flow events (Figure 5a ). We therefore conclude that plasma was accelerated during the generation of fast flows by a process that did not conserve entropy. Irreversible heating, heat conduction from an external source, or a viscous process could have taken place during the acceleration of closed flux tubes. Heating also could have taken place during the formation of rapidly moving closed flux tubes by reconnection, provided this reconnection did not conserve entropy. The trend for s to decrease as jzj increases also shows that the fast flow plasma was not created from outer CPS plasma by an isentropic process.
[40] Figure 5 shows a weak tendency for tailward fast flows to have higher entropies than earthward fast flows, especially beyond x = À20 R E . The observation that this tailward flowing plasma tends to have higher entropy than the earthward moving plasma suggests that this extra irreversible heating took place somewhere earthward of the satellite. It should be noted again that the B z > 0 sorting constraint used in the present study allows the tailward portions of some plasmoids to be retained in the data sets. The reconnection that detached such plasmoids therefore could have been involved in some of this irreversible heating.
Temperature Ratios
Temperature Anisotropy 5.1.1. Observations
[41] Figure 6 shows the average ion temperature anisotropy T ki /T ?i at y = 0 and at three jzj locations. It is seen that on average, the ions were very nearly isotropic at the neutral sheet when the flow velocities were slow or moderate. The average T ?i exceeded T ki at the neutral sheet in this (Figure 6a ) and all other y boxes when the flow was most strongly earthward. Plots at the neutral sheet for various y boxes showed a tendency for the average T ki to exceed T ?i at large jxj and for the average ratio to be near 1.00 at small jxj during fast tailward flows. The average anisotropy increased as jzj increased throughout the region studied (Figures 6b and  6c ). The maximum average T ki /T ?i ratio seen anywhere in the region studied was $1.3 for moderate earthward flows near jzj = 5 R E at large jxj. The ion anisotropies away from the neutral sheet tended to be larger for moderate earthward flows than for moderate tailward flows.
[42] Figure 7 shows the average electron anisotropy at y = 0 and the same three jzj locations. Electron anisotropies at large jzj were nearly the same for tailward as for earthward flows. The average electron anisotropies tended to be larger than the average ion anisotropies. This feature has been pointed out in previous papers [e.g., Hada et al., 1981; Frank et al., 1996; Shiokawa et al., 2003] . These studies showed that electron beams flowing both ways along magnetic field lines were relatively common, especially in the lower-energy part of the electron distribution function. A number of individual 1-min distribution functions showed electron anisotropies exceeding 2, though the long-term averaged anisotropies (Figure 7) were smaller. Variations of the electron and ion anisotropies along average magnetic field lines are discussed in section 5.1.3. Figure 5 . Entropy parameter P/n 5/3 for (a) ions at y = 0, jzj < 0.2 R E , (b) electrons at y = 0, jzj < 0.2 R E , and (c) maximum of the entropy parameter for ions in all y and z boxes, for all jf c j < 8 V models.
Scattering
[43] We previously evaluated the Chew Goldberger Low (CGL) double adiabatic invariants [Chew et al., 1956] using data that had not been sorted by flow speed. The CGL parameters are conserved if the plasma is collisionless and there is no heat flux. The spatial variation of the temperature anisotropy that would be expected at the neutral sheet if these invariants were conserved is proportional to n 2 /B 3 [Kaufmann et al., 2004] . The conclusion of this previous study was that the magnetotail plasma cannot be considered collisionless and adiabatic when studying transport processes. The approximation that collisions are so frequent that both ions and electrons remain perfectly isotropic at the neutral sheet [Heinemann and Wolf, 2001 ] is better than the assumption that the magnetotail plasma is collisionless.
[44] Figure 8 shows the observed linearly averaged log (n i 2 /B 3 ) for two jzj boxes. Both the ion and electron anisotropy plots at the neutral sheet would have the same spatial variations as the plots in Figure 8a if the CGL parameters were invariant along streamlines. Although the f c dependence of n 2 /B 3 is not present at larger jzj (Figure 8b) , the x dependence remains. The neutral sheet T k /T ? ratio therefore would be $10 times larger at x = À28 R E than at x = À10 R E . In contrast, Figures 6a and 7a show that T k /T ? changed by only a few percent over this region except perhaps for the fastest tailward flows. Ion and electron plots of T k /T ? at jzj < 0.2 R E for other y boxes typically showed changes of 5%.
[45] Rapid ion scattering and an associated parallel heat flux are not surprising because magnetotail ions follow chaotic orbits. However, electrons generally spiral around field lines even at the neutral sheet. The observed small, long-term averaged anisotropies of electrons suggest rapid electron scattering. Our previous study, without velocity Figure 7 . Electron temperature anisotropies T k /T ? (a) at y = 0, jzj < 0.2 R E , (b) at y = 0, 2.5 < jzj < 3.5 R E , and (c) at y = 0, 4.5 < jzj < 5.5 R E . Figure 6 . Ion temperature anisotropies T k /T ? (a) at y = 0, jzj < 0.2 R E , (b) at y = 0, 2.5 < jzj < 3.5 R E , and (c) at y = 0, 4.5 < jzj < 5.5 R E .
sorting, estimated that one 90°-scattering event, associated with the random walk caused by many small-angle scattering interactions, takes place during the 1 min required for an average electron to undergo a net earthward drift of 0.1 R E . Figure 8a shows that T k /T ? would increase by 70% each time jxj increases by 5 R E when flows were fastest if the CGL adiabatic invariants were conserved. The observed changes of T k /T ? within 5 R E for electrons and ions at the neutral sheet are 5% or less for the fastest flows, with the anisotropy sometimes increasing with jxj and sometimes decreasing. These observations suggest that assuming linear variations, the largest net displacement that particles typically undergo before scattering by 90°is 5 Â (0.05/ 0.7) = 0.4 R E . This gives typical scattering times as small as 10 s for the fastest flow speeds. , Angelopoulos et al. [1993] , and Borovsky et al. [1997] emphasized the strongly turbulent nature of these fast flows.
Variations Along Field Lines
[46] Models that were not sorted by flow speed previously were used to study the development of average anisotropies along a flux tube [Kaufmann et al., 2002] . Peak anisotropies of 10% or more typically developed within a few Earth radii of the neutral sheet ends of field lines. Continuing earthward along the field lines, the anisotropy again declined, approaching isotropy at low altitudes. A comparison with consistent orbit-tracing studies [Larson and Kaufmann, 1996] suggested that an electric field E z developed near the neutral sheet in order to maintain charge neutrality in a plasma composed of guiding center electrons and nonguiding center ions. The parallel component of this electric field and the nonguiding center effects appear to generate much of the anisotropy seen as one moves away from the neutral sheet. As noted previously, bidirectional beams contribute to the electron temperature anisotropy, but it is difficult to use such beams to explain the anisotropy variations seen when moving along field lines.
[47] Well away from the neutral sheet, both ions and electrons follow guiding center orbits. The ion and electron T k /T ? ratios are expected to evolve similarly toward isotropy in order to maintain charge neutrality along those portions of field lines characterized by electron-and ionguiding center motion [Alfvén and Fälthammar, 1963] . A parallel electric field can effectively modify the T k /T ? of the relatively low energy electrons. Kaufmann et al. [1997] previously discussed the quantitative relationship between the pitch angle distribution and density variations of a species along a field line.
[48] Figures 6b, 6c , 7b, and 7c show that the maximum T k /T ? was smaller under the fastest flow conditions than under moderate flow conditions. This feature may be associated with the existence of enhanced scattering in the highly turbulent fast flows.
Conclusions
[49] The most striking feature of Figures 6a and 7a is that the average T k /T ? ratio is remarkably close to 1.00 at the neutral sheet. Adiabatic motion would predict that large anisotropies should develop (Figure 8 ). It therefore was concluded that the average electron and ion undergo 90°of scattering every minute during slow to moderate flow conditions and as rapidly as every 10 s during the fastest flow conditions. It was also noted that the fact that average temperatures are nearly isotropic does not imply that all measured distribution functions are isotropic. Substantial anisotropies exist in some 1-min averaged measurements. Nevertheless, the long-term averaged isotropy at the neutral sheet is striking. This requirement for 90°of scattering every minute or less is much stronger than the scattering required simply to fill loss cones. Most loss cones are of the order of 1°wide at the equator in the region studied, so only 1°of scattering per bounce period at the neutral sheet would be sufficient to fill the loss cone.
[50] The present study does not allow us to identify the processes that maintain the average high degree of isotropy at the neutral sheet. Both mirror and firehose instabilities could cause plasmas to approach isotropy if T k /T ? gets too small or too large [Horton et al., 2004 ; S. Ji and R. A. Wolf, Firehose instability near substorm expansion-phase onset?, 3 ) parameter at (a) y = 0, jzj < 0.2 R E and (b) y = 0, 2.5 < jzj < 3.5 R E . manuscript in preparation, 2005]. Various plasma waves or Coulomb scattering produced by density fluctuations along an orbit could be sufficient to maintain isotropy at the equator if the fluctuations are large enough. Observations of bidirectional electron beams which are most field-aligned at the lowest energies suggest that either they were produced within a few bounce periods of the observation or that scattering is slower for lower-energy electrons.
Ion-Electron Temperature Ratio
[51] The average T i /T e ratio in the CPS is $7 [Baumjohann, 1993] . Figure 9a shows the flow speed dependence of this ratio at the neutral sheet and y = 0. The T i /T e ratio in this and most other y boxes increased weakly with increasing jxj and with increasing flow speed. The dependence on f c was stronger near the flanks (Figure 9b ).
[52] Figure 9c shows the T i /T e ratio at midnight and jzj = 4 R E . Figure 2b shows that the dipolar fast flow field lines observed at midnight and jzj = 4 R E reach the neutral sheet much nearer the Earth than the stretched slow flow field lines observed at midnight and jzj = 4 R E . Observations on the highly stretched slow flow field lines in Figure 9c therefore represent T i /T e on flux tubes that reach the neutral sheet far out in the tail. Some of these distant tail flux tubes had T i /T e of 10 or more. The dipolar fast flow flux tubes in Figure 9c show T i /T e ratios closer to those seen at the neutral sheet (Figure 9a ) because dipolar field lines do not extend as far out into the tail.
[53] If ions and electrons simply drifted earthward in a cross-tail E field and were energized as a result of gradient and curvature guiding center drifts through this E field, then T i /T e would be constant along a convective drift path. This is because gradient and curvature guiding center drifts and therefore the relative energization rates are proportional to a particle's energy. The observed decrease of T i /T e as one moves earthward near midnight shows that electrons gain proportionally more energy than ions as they migrate earthward. Either electrons could be heated or ions could cool relative to the predictions of adiabatic motion. For example, ions could lose energy through a parallel heat flux to the ionosphere by radiating Alfvén waves or as they drift and supply energy to maintain a quasi-static auroral potential structure. Magnetic reconnection is another mechanism that can heat electrons and ions differently and therefore change T i /T e . Electron-and ion-heating rates also could differ because electrons follow guiding center orbits throughout the region studied, while ions do not. Previous studies [Usadi et al., 1996; Kaufmann et al., 1997] showed that some groups of ions on chaotic orbits drift faster and that other groups of chaotic ions drift slower than would be predicted by the guiding center approximations. However, these studies showed that when scattering is strong enough so that the ion distribution function remains isotropic, the average drift rate of all groups of ions combined is approximately equal to the predictions of guiding center theory.
[54] The situation is different near the flanks. Here the strong increase of T i /T e in fast flows suggests ion heating. The even larger T i /T e ratios during fast tailward flows could indicate that some of the ions continue to be heated as they return to the more distant tail in nearby fast tailward flows. Again, some measurements taken in plasmoids could contribute to the tailward flow observations.
[55] The principal conclusion is that processes for ion and electron heating and cooling are more complex than the simple cross-tail gradient and curvature drifts of particles in a cross-tail electric field. Using the 3-D models to examine x, y, and z variations as well as variations associated with fast flows showed that even though the average value of T i /T e throughout the CPS remained near 7, there were systematic variations of this ratio. It appears that speciesdependent heating or energy loss takes place in different regions and under different flow conditions.
Summary
[56] The purpose of this project was to improve our understanding of the effects of fast plasma bulk flow or rapid magnetic field flux transport on a set of measured plasma sheet parameters. One set of 12 long-term averaged 3-D data-based models of many particle and field parame- Figure 9 . The ion electron temperature ratio T i /T e for (a) y = 0, jzj < 0.2 R E , (b) y = À12, jzj < 0.2 R E , and (c) y = 0, 3.5 < jzj < 4.5 R E .
ters was generated using 8 years of Geotail data that were divided into 12 subsets according to the ion flow velocity V i . Another set of 12 models used the same data sorted according to f c , a parameter associated with the rate of magnetic flux transport. Most figures in this paper used the models based on f c sorts. Large jf c j corresponds to high ion flow speeds. All these models used only B z > 0 data points.
[57] The magnetic field data showed that jB x j measured several Earth radii from the neutral sheet decreased and that B z at the neutral sheet increased as jf c j increased. These changes in B resulted in more dipolar field lines when flows were fast. This combination of jB x j and B z changes implied that localized Birkeland currents in the region 1 sense were enhanced and that cross-tail currents near but tailward of the satellite were reduced during fast flows. The large average B z on fast flow field lines also suggested that fast perpendicular flows on highly stretched field lines were rare at large jxj.
[58] During fast flow events the density of ions and electrons at the neutral sheet decreased and their temperatures increased. The ion and electron pressures at the neutral sheet did not depend strongly upon flow speed, suggesting that lobe magnetic fields also are not strongly correlated with V i in the CPS.
[59] It was found that the entropy per particle was enhanced during fast flow events. Entropy also was higher near the neutral sheet than at large jzj. A search throughout all accessible regions of the plasma sheet showed that the average entropy during fast flows was larger than the average entropy during slow or moderate flows anywhere in the tail. This observation showed that fast flows did not simply divert preexisting high-entropy plasma from some region of the tail to the satellite since no such preexisting region could be found. It was concluded that the process that generates fast flows also irreversibly heats the plasma. The specific nonisentropic process was not identified.
[60] The average ion and electron temperature anisotropies T k /T ? were close to 1.00 at the neutral sheet for all flow speeds. Individual 1-min data samples with T k /T ? > 2 were present in the data, even though the average anisotropy was small. The large temperature ratios were most commonly found in electron distribution functions and may be associated with relatively low energy bidirectional electron beams. Isotropic ion distribution functions could be attributed to the chaotic nature of ion orbits, but electrons follow guiding center orbits. The finding that average anisotropies of both ions and electrons were much smaller than would be predicted by convection if the CGL double adiabatic invariants were conserved showed that collisional effects are important when studying transport in the magnetotail. Scattering through 90°as a result of random walk during many small-angle scattering events was required every 60 s when flows were slow and as often as every 10 s when flows were fastest to explain the observed average degree of isotropy. Electron scattering also is needed to sustain field-aligned currents [Kaufmann et al., 2003] .
[61] A previous paper [Kaufmann et al., 2002] showed that the average temperature anisotropy increased when moving away from the neutral sheet along a field line, peaked, and then decreased. Average anisotropies remained <1.3 throughout the region studied. The present study showed that this general behavior existed for all flow velocities. However, it was found that the magnitude of the anisotropy variations was smaller along fast flow flux tubes, possibly as a result of enhanced turbulence. The buildup of anisotropies along field lines previously was attributed to parallel electric fields in the region with chaotic ion and guiding center electron orbits and to the need for similar ion and electron anisotropy variations elsewhere. Parallel electric fields are needed to maintain charge neutrality in regions characterized by markedly different classes of ion and electron orbits.
[62] The T i /T e temperature ratio observations were more complex. This ratio became larger in the more distant tail and when the bulk flow was fast. The dependence of T i /T e on flow speed was stronger in the flanks than at midnight. Although T i /T e was $7 on average, values as low as 5 and as high as 10 were seen in certain locations and under certain flow conditions. It was concluded that the mechanisms for electron and ion heating or cooling have significant spatial dependence both near midnight and in the flanks.
